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Political affiliation:

Items by this editorial board:

- America’s ugly exit from Afghanistan became inevitable years ago (Topic: Withdrawal of United States troops from Afghanistan (2020–2021), Position: Withdrawal was justified, Stance: for)
- An historic deal to curb Iranian nuclear ambitions (Topic: Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, Position: Plan is beneficial, Stance: for)
- China must help pressure N. Korea to abandon nukes (Topic: North Korean nuclear crisis, Position: China should pressure North Korea to give up its nuclear ambitions, Stance: for)
- Health care is now an American right (Topic: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Position: Act should not have been passed, Stance: against)
- Iraq report stresses need for change (Topic: Post-invasion Iraq, Position: Iraq Study Group's recommendations should be followed, Stance: for)
- Israel's just goal: reasonable cease-fire (Topic: Gaza War, Position: Israel was right to attack Gaza, Stance: for)
- Joe Biden for president — and for one nation, indivisible (Topic: 2020 United States presidential election, Position: Biden should be elected, Stance: for)
- Joe Biden for president — and for one nation, indivisible (Topic: 2020 United States presidential election, Position: Trump should be elected, Stance: against)
- Obama right to show restraint in Syria (Topic: Syrian civil war, Position: United States should intervene, Stance: against)
- Real debate might fix what ails health care (Topic: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Position: Act should be passed, Stance: mixed)
- Rein in the rush to a war in Iran (Topic: Iranian nuclear crisis, Position: Economic sanctions should be imposed on Iran, Stance: for)
- Rein in the rush to a war in Iran (Topic: Iranian nuclear crisis, Position: United States should attack Iran, Stance: against)
- Supreme Court takes us backwards as a nation by overturning Roe v. Wade (Topic: Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, Position: Supreme Court was correct in its ruling, Stance: against)
- Trump's trade war with China is beating Illinois silly (Topic: China–United States trade war,
Position: Trade war is good for the United States, Stance: against
- Unions' 'card check' needs reality check (Topic: Employee Free Choice Act, Position: Act should be passed, Stance: against)
- Unsettling decision on abortion procedure (Topic: Gonzales v. Carhart, Position: Supreme Court was correct in its ruling, Stance: against)
- Vote for Clinton and avert a train wreck (Topic: United States presidential election, 2016, Position: Donald Trump should be elected, Stance: against)
- Vote for Clinton and avert a train wreck (Topic: United States presidential election, 2016, Position: Hillary Clinton should be elected, Stance: for)
- We can’t look away from Syria now (Topic: Syrian civil war, Position: United States should intervene, Stance: for)
- We vote for a fairer way to decide national elections (Topic: National Popular Vote Interstate Compact, Position: Compact should be passed, Stance: for)